
“Best in class” 
Modulated 

Pulse 
Technology 

from 
Simco-Ion

No ion bar before or 
since has more different 
ways to deliver ions to 
the job, all while being 
cleanest ion AeroBar®

ever produced



ISO 14644-12 @ 0.01 micron and ISO 
14644-1 on 0.1 micron particles at 
50% output



Technical specifications for Simco-Ion 
family of Modulated Pulse (MP) 

AeroBar®



Our value 
proposition: 
Full integration of 
the MP AeroBar® 

with your FFU

-Attach to the FFU

-Power the Bar

-Program the AeroBar®-
Alarm output and standby 

mode



First, we arrange 
for the AeroBar® to 
attach to a section 
of the filter frame 
extending below 
the filter media

Details follow 
on the next 

slide



The particulate filter is constructed with a section 
that extends below the filter media, our surface to 
attach stainless steel “L” brackets.

The extended filter frame
“L” Bracket attached to this 
extended frame piece



With the FFU “L” bracket in place (in red), 
the ionizer mounting brackets (in blue) are 
installed, and the MP AeroBar® snapped 
into place. Note: For safety to the MP 
AeroBar® they are typically not shipped 
installed in the FFU, but snap into place in 
the field.



Now that the bar is securely mounted, the combination 
power/program/alarm/standby cable included with the FFU connects 
the FFU Fan housings (red connector), to the filter, and terminates at 
a feed-through connector (blue) on the side of the filter frame.



Now that the 
MP AeroBar® is 
attached and 

receiving power 
from the FFU

How to 
program the 

bar?



Using the “AeroBar MP” software from Simco-Ion, plug 
into the programming port.  From here all settings and 

adjustments to the AeroBar® are made.  



Additional 
features
AeroBar® status 
(alarm feature),  

putting the 
AeroBar® in 

“standby” mode



By wiring your tool to the “alarm output/standby” 
connector your tool will see the status of the bar (OK 
versus alarm condition).  Additionally you can put the bar 
into “standby mode” for testing. When in “standby mode” 

the AeroBar® is powered and remains warmed up and 
ready to go-but with no ion output 


